Copyleft agreement

All materials produced as part of the TOOLS project are CopyLeft. CopyLeft is in this project understood as a way to license a work so that unrestricted redistribution, copying, and modification is permitted, provided that all copies and derivates retain the exact same licensing.

Each partner is responsible for ensuring that all resources produced in the poolsm project are CopyLeft. This includes resources produced by third parts, e.g. student produced materials.

I agree on the above terms fro resources produced by me as part of the tools project and it is my responsibility to ensure that all materials I produce as part of the project are CopyLeft (e.g. graphics, photos, video, audio, and texts)

Signed in Brussels, January 23rd

Kent Andersen
Maria Yead Parcalo
G. Wells
Carrimhínic O'Donnel
c
Hanne Lykke Niel
Asth Alexandra Steen
Kazu Oversegaard
Björn Hindriks
Asta Sestokiene

Signed

D. Griswold
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